DELEGATIONS

Information received since document GC(XV)/INF/133/Rev.1 was issued on 21 September 1971: additions and corrections (corrections are underlined)

1. STATES

ARGENTINA

Add an asterisk against the name of:
Rear-Admiral Oscar A. QUIHILLALT*

BOLIVIA

Add:
Delegate
Mr. Hans DRESCHER*
Honorary Consul General

BYELORUSSIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

Correct the third entry to read:
Mr. Leonid I. KOLYKHAN

CHILE

Correct the third entry to read:
Mr. Sergio ALVARADO
Insert as the fourth entry:
Mr. Jaime ESTRADA
Lieutenant-Colonel

COLOMBIA

Add:
Delegate
Mr. Vicente HUERTAS de FRANCISCO*
Ambassador to Austria;
Resident Representative to the Agency
Alternate
Mr. Guillermo OTALORA RAMOS
Director General,
Institute of Nuclear Energy
CUBA

Add:
Adviser
Mr. Miguel A. D'ESTEFANO PISSANI

CZECHOSLOVAK SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

Move the entry for Mr. Jozef BELOAČIK* to below that for Mr. Zdenek STUCHLY

EGYPT, ARAB REPUBLIC OF

Correct the second entry to read: Mr. Kamal EFFAT
Correct the third entry to read: Mr. Salah E. IBRAHIM
Correct the fifth entry to read: Mr. Sayed Anwar J30-ALI

EL SALVADOR

Add:
Delegate
Mr. Alfred WEISS
Honorary Consul

Alternate
Mr. Paul DONNEBAUM

ETHIOPIA

Add:
Delegate
Mr. Dawit DEQUEPWU
Associate Dean,
Faculty of Science,
Haile Selasie I University

GABON

Move the entry for Mr. Maurice MOREL* to below that for Mr. Emilian IBINGA-MOUTITY

Add:
Mr. Mamadou N'DIAYE
Chargé d'Affaires a.i.,
The Embassy in Austria

Mr. J.J. NZIGOU MABIKA*
Move the entry for Mr. Joseph REMBSER to replace that for Mr. Phil-Heiner RANDERMANN.

**GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF**

Move the entry for Mr. Joseph REMBSER to replace that for Mr. Phil-Heiner RANDERMANN.

**GHANA**

Correct the last entry to read: Mr. H. LEHMAN.

**GREECE**

Delete the second entry: Mr. Spyros GEORGOPOULOS Atomic Energy Commission.

**GUATEMALA**

Add:
Delegate: Mr. Narcis LARGER
Consul.

**HUNGARY**

Change the last entry to read: Mr. Ottó LENDVÁI
Head of Department, Atomic Energy Commission;
Adviser to the Governor.

**ICELAND**

Add an asterisk against the name of: Mr. Árni SNAEVARR*

**ISRAEL**

Change the second entry to read: Mr. M. ROSENNE
Legal Adviser, Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
ITALY

Insert the following after the entry for Mr. Vincenzo Manno:

Mr. Umberto ZAMBONI
First Secretary,
Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Mr. Guido LICATA
Ministry of Industry

Mr. Benedetto PURIFICATO
Ministry of Treasury

NIGERIA

Change to read as follows:

Delegate
Mr. OGUNIANA
University of Lagos

Alternate
Mr. A.A. OLUMIDE
First Secretary,
Permanent Mission to the United Nations
Office at Geneva;
Alternate to the Governor and to the Resident Representative to the Agency

POLAND

Change the entry for WOJCIEK to read:

Mr. Tadeusz WOJCIEK
Chief of Section,
Office of the Government Commissioner for Use of Nuclear Energy

PORTUGAL

Insert as third Alternate:

Mr. Alfonso MALHEIRO
Counsellor, the Embassy in Austria;
Alternate to the Resident Representative

SYRIAN ARAB REPUBLIC

Add:

Delegate
Mr. A. KADDOURA
Professor;
Governor from the Syrian Arab Republic on the Agency's Board of Governors
THAILAND

Add:
Advisers
Mr. Montri JALICHRANDA*
Second Secretary, the Embassy in Austria;
Alternate to the Resident Representative
Mr. Voraputhi JAYANADA
Second Secretary, the Embassy in Austria

TURKEY

Add:
Adviser
Mr. Aykut CETIRCE*
Third Secretary, the Embassy in Austria;
Adviser to the Resident Representative

YUGOSLAVIA

Insert as third Alternate:
Mr. Jojin DMITRIC
Alternate to the Resident Representative

2. ORGANIZATIONS

A. UNITED NATIONS AND THE SPECIALIZED AGENCIES

The entry for INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR RECONSTRUCTION AND
DEVELOPMENT should come after the entry for WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION

B. OTHER INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

JOINT INSTITUTE FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

Correct the entry to read: Mr. N. SODNOK*

Insert the following after the entry for Joint Institute for Nuclear Research:

ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY

Observer
Mr. J.D. BULIRO
Assistant Secretary-General
C. NON-GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS HAVING CONSULTATIVE STATUS WITH THE AGENCY

Insert the following after the entry for International Chamber of Commerce:

INTERNATIONAL FEDERATION OF INDUSTRIAL PRODUCERS
OF ELECTRICITY FOR OWN CONSUMPTION

Observer Mr. Karl SCHAGGINGER*
Secretary General

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION

Add an asterisk against the name of: Mr. Octave J. Du TEMPLE*